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Embracing Te Taiao
– On the Farm
Habitat Restoration, Pest & Predator Control

The structure
of this resource
A note for the teacher:
This is a whenua themed module written by WAI Wānaka for use in the
‘Embracing Te Taiao - On the Farm’ education programme. The aim
of this resource is to connect the classroom with environmental issues
and solutions on farms in the Upper Clutha Catchment. WAI Wānaka’s
role is to facilitate learning both in and out of the classroom and
supporting students to do inquiry planning. Learning will be enhanced
when students are able to apply their knowledge, skills, and capabilities
by visiting a farm. When this is not possible, inviting experts such as
scientists or farmers into the classroom can be engaging.
The first section is intended to be used as a teacher resource.
A number of local case studies are provided for use in the classroom
and connection to the community for student inquiry.
The ‘In the Classroom’ Section has suggestions of on topic activities
and experiments relating to the teaching material.
It is broadly aimed at children aged 8-12 years old and intended to be
integrated and utilised across the curriculum. A glossary is included
later in the document for reference – link below.

Icons shown throughout this resouce link to various videos and additional resources

VIDEO
LINK

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCE LINK

GLOSSARY TERMS - CLICK HERE
CASE STUDIES - CLICK HERE

The development of this resource was made possible
thanks to funding from ORC ECO Fund

Habitat Restoration, Pest
& Predator Control
Brainstorm Questions:

What do you know about pests, also known as invasive species, in the Upper Clutha?
How is controlling pests and predators related to biodiversity?
Are all pest’s predators? What is the difference between predator and pest?

“Our native wildlife need three things: safety from predators,
suitable habitat and enough genetic diversity for long-term
resilience. Of these, the first – safety from predators – needs

For Māori, biodiversity conservation is

addressing most urgently.” - DOC

about the survival of their culture and
identity, and vice versa. The ethic of

WHY NZ NEEDS
PREDATOR CONTROL

kaitiakitanga (guardianship) is central
to the expression of Māori culture and
identity, and confers obligations on

What is a pest?

whānau (family), hapū (sub-tribe) and

An animal, insect or plant that has been introduced to

iwi (tribe) to care for environmental

New Zealand becomes a pest if it has the potential to cause

taonga (treasures), including species of

significant economic, environmental or cultural effects.

indigenous flora and fauna.

Pests are ‘out of place’, causing damage or harm to people,
property, pets, farm production, native plants and animals,

- DOC

taonga species, or the environment.
Exotic animal pests cause detrimental effects to New
Zealand’s native plants, birds, reptiles and invertebrates who
are ill-equipped to deal with the threat. Similarly, invasive
weeds can smother our native plants or take over in our
waterways, changing our natural landscapes.

HABITAT RESTORATION
Destruction of native habitat is a primary factor that threatens to endanger New Zealand’s plant and animal species. Habitats
can be disrupted by abiotic factors such as soil chemistry, water flows,disturbance (often from changes in land use) and/or
biotic factors such as introduced species and species interactions.
Habitat restoration is the management, protection and re-establishment of historical abiotic and biotic factors to recreate
areas of natural habitat for threatened species.
With regeneration of native habitat and management of pests/predators and exotic competitors, biodiversity can thrive.
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PREDATOR FREE AND BIODIVERSITY

What is biodiversity?
Biodiversity is the variety of all living
things and ecosystems. It includes
plants, animals, fungi and microorganisms as well as the ecosystems
(on land or in water) where they live.
Biodiversity is the web of life.
Extra reading: As a national strategy,
Te Mana o te Taiao provides the overall
Photo: DOC, James Reardon

strategic direction for biodiversity in

The Mohua (Yellowhead) is also known as the bush canary

Aotearoa New Zealand for the next

because it has a delightful song of rich flute notes. Being

30 years.

a hole nester (birds that nest in holes or rotten trees),
they are especially vulnerable to rats and stoats. Since the

2020 BIODIVERSITY
REPORT

arrival of these introduced predators, Mohua numbers have
plummeted, from once being the second most abundant
bird in forests across the South Island, to now having just a
few thousand in isolated populations.
Forest and Bird have ongoing participation with the Department of Conservation (DOC) in a stoat and rat control project in
the Makarora Valley. This project aims to protect a breeding area for native Mohua and other native birds.
Completing a bird count is a useful way of monitoring biodiversity in the area. This can be done in conjunction with a
predator control program, looking for changes in bird count data over time.

PREDATOR FREE 2050
The aim of Predator Free 2050 is to eradicate mustelids
(stoats, ferrets and weasels), rats (Norway, ship and kiore),
and possums from all of New Zealand by 2050.
These species were chosen because, collectively, they
inflict the most damage of all introduced predators on New
Zealand’s native wildlife. Correspondingly, more is known
about their biology and control than any other predators.
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PESTS AND FARMING IN THE UPPER CLUTHA

Possums
Possums are a threat to native biodiversity through the
damage they cause to flora and fauna. Possums are mainly
herbivorous but are versatile feeders and will also prey
opportunistically on insects, eggs, nestlings and small
birds. They feed on vegetation selectively, often removing
favourite food tree species from an area.
Mustelids (ferrets and stoats) & Rats
These animals prey upon native species of birds and
lizards which in turn reduces biodiversity of the region. If
uncontrolled, rats can sometimes reach plague proportions.

Photo: ORC

Rabbits
Rabbits have caused significant environmental and property

Under Otago’s pest plan, possums and mustelids are only
classified as a pest in certain sites - Otago Peninsula, West
Harbour/Mt Cargill, Quarantine Island and Goat Island.

damage since they were first introduced in New Zealand

The goal is to assist communities to eradicate possums

in the 1850s for food and recreational purposes. Rabbits

in these areas to prevent or improve on damage to the

compete with livestock for pasture, threaten ecosystems

indigenous ecosystem values at these sites.

and create extensive land damage (e.g. soil erosion) from
overgrazing, vegetation destruction and burrowing.

Gorse and Broom
Gorse and Broom are the most readily identifiable weeds

ORC’s pest management strategy is designed to help

in the Upper Clutha, especially in Spring time when they

address rabbits, asking landowners/occupiers to ensure that:

flower and our hillsides ‘turn yellow’. Broom is much more

> Feral Rabbits be maintained below Modified McLean

prolific and problematic of the two species, as gorse doesn’t

Scale 3 (MMS)
> Occupiers/landowners ensure that rabbit densities are
below MMS 3 within 500m of a boundary where the
neighbouring owner/occupier is undertaking control
programmes.
> No Firearms be used on land where baiting is going to
be undertaken or where baiting is currently in effect.

seem to thrive as well at higher altitudes.
Broom is more hardy and can dominate low canopy
habitats, survive drought and is cold temperature tolerant.
These pest plants increase nitrogen in low nutrient soils,
leading to changing habitats, which may affect threatened
species in these habitats.

Modified McLean Scale (MMS)

Nassella Tussock

The MMS is a scale used by councils to determine rabbit

Nassella Tussock affects production values by reducing

levels. The MMS has levels 1-8; level 1 being nothing seen,

pasture quality. It also affects environmental values by

through to level 8 which is extensive and extreme high

displacing native species in tussock grassland. It is thought

number of rabbits. MMS assesses not just the actual rabbits
seen but more the visible signs of the rabbit presence;

to be limited to the Cardrona Valley, and is being controlled
by land occupiers and the Otago Regional Council.

fresh diggings, heaped up faecal pellets (called buck heaps),

Wilding pines

active burrows, etc. The more fresh signs observed, the

Plants that don’t naturally occur in New Zealand can

higher the rabbit population. MMS helps with regulation, to

dominate, leaving little room for native bush to grow.

ensure landowners are managing rabbit numbers to a level

Invasive coniferous trees that have spread into native bush,

set in the Pest Plan. Otago’s Pest Plan has set the scale for

for instance, don’t like to share their space and take all the

Otago at a maximum of level 3. As a rule of thumb, if you

light, therefore native plants growing below are no longer

see groups of rabbit droppings less than 10 metres apart,

able to survive. These invasive conifers are also known as

there’s a problem and you need to take action. (ORC)

wilding pines.
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HOW TO CONTROL PESTS AND PREDATORS?
The reduction and, where possible, eradication of pests and
predators is a key element in maintaining and enhancing
biodiversity. Not all predators are pests and predator control is
about minimising the damage to our native plants and animals
from introduced predators.
Pest plants or weeds are often controlled using agrichemical
spraying. These weeds can spread rapidly and compete with
native vegetation disrupting the native habitat. Stock grazing
and manual weed control are also useful tools. One issue
beginning to arise is around fencing off waterways, as grazing
stock are no longer able to keep the broom under control in
these areas. Young natives are competing for survival in newly
planted riparian margins and often being overwhelmed by the
pests, plant and animal.
Animal pests that are small and nocturnal are virtually
impossible to directly count. Instead, detection devices like
tracking tunnels or chew cards can record their presence.
Monitoring these chew cards along a transect line over a
period of time can build data regarding the relative abundance
of pests in the area.
Trapping
Traps can either be live capture (good in areas where you may
want to release if the wrong predator is caught) or kill traps.
Live capture traps can be live cage traps, snap-traps or leghold traps (these are risky in wetlands because many wetland
birds walk, hunt and nest on the ground).
Fact: By law you must re-visit live traps within 12 hours of sunrise.
Kill traps are used in more targeted areas only. Traps are
carefully selected to suit the habitat to avoid unintentional
trapping of native wildlife. Kill traps should not be used in alpine
areas where Kea are present, or in lowland areas with known
Weka populations. Kill traps are usually set off the ground or
inside tunnels or under secure covers, to reduce the likelihood
of native non-target species being caught.
Self-setting traps (e.g. Goodnature A24 ) can catch multiple
predators before being rebaited and so can be left for up to 3
months between checks, thus reducing the time and resources
required to maintain a trapping initiative (especially important
in more remote locations). New research into irresistible and
long lasting synthetic products that lure the pests (rather than
chicken eggs or meat-based baits) is progressing, as is remote
monitoring technology such as satellite connected feedback to
notify landowners when a trap has been activated.
WHENUA - LAND

Facts and figures:
Possum numbers are difficult to
accurately assess but it is thought that
there are 40 million possums in New
Zealand that chomp their way through
approx. 21,000 tonnes of vegetation
each night. As vectors of bovine
tuberculosis (TB), possums are also a
major pest to farming in New Zealand.
Nassella Tussock can produce up to
120,000 seeds each year, which can
remain in the soil for a decade or more.

OTHER METHODS
Toxins can be spread across large areas by aerial dispersal,
or locally via bait stations. Toxins provide effective control of
possums, rats, and mustelids.
Shooting can be a useful method for rabbits and possums,
especially at night during spring when possums are abundant.
Feral goats, deer, pigs, wallabies and Canada geese are also
most effectively controlled by shooting.
Predator Proof Fencing can be effective in localised
environments but it is expensive to install and maintain.
However, fencing such as rabbit netting is an essential barrier
to help minimise incursion. It is generally considered best
practice to alternate the use of toxins (baiting) with trapping
for long term control over large areas, or to use an ongoing
combination of bait stations and traps to maximise the chances
of a predator interaction.
PEST CONTROL AND WATER QUALITY
Animal pests cause destruction of flora on farm which acts
as a natural runoff filter. Rabbits also increase the amount of
fecal matter that is washed into waterways. The destruction of
native flora also means less habitat for native biodiversity and
an increase in areas where pest plants can thrive.

INQUIRY QUESTION - ARE TROUT A PEST?
4

Action resulting from the Habitat restoration, Pests and Predator control module
works towards targets in the following priority sustainable development goals:

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage
forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
More specifically the following objectives:
• Eradicating and reducing the harm of pest species
• Protecting endangered animals
• Increasing the land area protected, enhanced and managed for environmental purposes.
Improving the number of, size of and quality of forests and ecosystems

Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
More specifically the following objective: Protection and preservation of natural
& cultural heritage
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

LEARNZ RESOURCES:

Video - habitat restoration on farm

What’s that bird?

Trapping best practice - Predator Free NZ

Footprint Finder

Ko Tātou This Is Us - Protecting New Zealand
takes everyone

GLOSSARY:

Predator Free BOP Education Resource

Salmonids

Landcare Wetmak Animal Pest Monitoring
resource
Experiencing birds in your green space
(doc.govt.nz)
Investigating introduced predators resource
(doc.govt.nz)
Bird Identification and Information ‘Flash cards’
Makarora Valley Mohua

Salmon, trout, chars, freshwater whitefishes, and
graylings are collectively known as the salmonids
Nutrients
A substance that provides nourishment essential
for the maintenance of life and for growth.
Riparian
Relating to or situated on the banks of a river.
OSPRI
Work with the farming industry to manage animal
disease in New Zealand.

SCIENCE LEARNING HUB:
Flora
The chemistry of 1080
1080 and the risk to non-target species
Investigate: What is present?
Can we make New Zealand pest-free? –
introduction
Decline of birds and pollination

The plants of a particular region, habitat, or
geological period.
Taonga
An object or natural resource which is highly prized.
NAWAC
National Animal Welfare Advisory Committee
Transect Line
Line across a habitat or part of habitat used for
monitoring movement of organisms in the habitat

WITH THANKS:
To create a broad learning experience, this document utilises educational and inspirational materials from
a range of different sources. Our appreciation goes out to those who’s publicly available resources we have
linked to throughout this document. The local case study in this resource was written in collaboration with
Rangi Nui Rabbits.
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Case Study 1
PROTECTING THE CLUTHA FLATHEAD
The Upper Clutha is home to Otago’s most unique
native freshwater fish, the Clutha flathead galaxias
(Galaxias ‘species D’).
This small native freshwater fish is the second most
endangered fish in New Zealand. They are classified as
‘Nationally Critical’, the highest possible threat category,
sharing the same threat status as the kākāpō. The
estimated habitat left in New Zealand for these fish is
only 12 hectares They are 10 to 15 cm long and golden in
colour, with dark brown specs.
Trout prey on these small fish. Adult trout are predators
of many native fish, particularly migrating juvenile

WAI Wanaka are currently in the planning stages of a c
galaxias which begins with:

galaxiids. - NIWA
WAI Wanaka is currently in the planning stages of a
conservation project for the Clutha flathead galaxias
which begins with:
> Assessing current populations of flathead within the
catchment using eDNA testing and electric fishing
techniques
> Surveying and mapping of the current distribution of
flathead populations, referring to historical records

-

Assessing current populations of flathead withi
fishing techniques
Surveying and mapping of the current distribut
records for fish presence e.g. NIWA New Zealan
Identifying suitable habitats for flatheads
Mapping and assessing existing fish passage ba
adjustments required, to limit the distribution
Removal of salmonids e.g. trout and relocating

for fish presence e.g. NIWA New Zealand Freshwater

Fish Wanaka
Database are currently in the planning stages of a conservation project for the Clutha flathead
WAI
> galaxias
Identifying
suitable
habitatswith:
for flatheads
Extra Reading - Or Planning Skills Exercise - Outline of P
which
begins
> Mapping and assessing existing fish passage
barriers,
noting remediation
or passage
adjustments
- Assessing
current
populations
of flathead within the catchment

>

using eDNA testing and electric
required,fishing
to limit the
distribution of salmonids in the
techniques
Can strategically positioned migratory barriers help kee
catchment
- Surveying and mapping of the current distribution
of flathead populations, referring to historica
ecosystems?
Removalrecords
of salmonids
trout
and relocating
to
fore.g.
fish
presence
e.g. NIWA
New Zealand Freshwater Fish Database
alternative
sites
- Identifying
suitable habitats for flatheads Is game fishing helping to control numbers of trout, kee
- Mapping and assessing existing fish passage barriers, noting remediation or passage
adjustments
to limit the distribution of salmonids in the catchment
EXTRA
READING required,
- OR
- PLANNING
RemovalSKILLS
of salmonids
e.g. trout and relocating to alternative sites
EXERCISE

In class – what's the solution?

Farmers are currently being advised to fence waterway
zones
that can
become
riparian the
margins.
Extra Reading - Or Planning Skills Exercise - Outline
of Project
plan
for conserving
CluthaRemoving
Flathead sto
entering waterway, reduces phosphorus levels, reduce
erosion. Planting riparian margins increases this benef
waiwanaka.nz

Can strategically positioned migratory barriers help
keep trout
populations
from disrupting
native
However,
fencing
the waterways
means stock
can no lo
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ecosystems?
pest plants such as broom. These pest plants are becom

keep
underthem
control
as efficiently
as the
stock would hav
Is game fishing helping to control numbers of trout,
keeping
away
from delicate
habitats?

Case Study 2
ULTIMATE GOAL – ERADICATION BY 2050!
A whole of basin approach to predator control in the
Upper Clutha.
Why the coordinated approach?
WAI field teams are currently working on farms in the
Upper Clutha in conjunction with other community groups,
stakeholders and landowners to implement a coordinated
approach to help contain Possums, Rabbits, Rats and
Mustelids. The aim is for sustained management through
targeted predator and pest control, moving through valleys,
expanding the work areas of other teams. There’s little point in
controlling rabbits on one property if all the surrounding areas
are still plagued.
A Possum in headlights, how it works?
Chew cards are a great way to detect the presence of
possums, mustelids and rats to assess populations for trapping.
Chew cards contain peanut butter as tempting bait. Chew
cards are made from corflute (see picture), which has gaps
to stuff the bait in. Cards are placed in areas where possum
activity is suspected and monitored over a period of 12 days. If
sufficient evidence of possums is found, plans for trapping can
commence.
WAI Wānaka have partnered with OSPRI to develop on-farm
possum control work. OSPRI are experts in pest control as

If sufficient evidence of possum activity is noted on the chew

WAI Wānaka have partnered with OSPRI to develop on-farm
pest control they work with the farming industry to manage
If sufficient evidence of possum activity is noted on the chew cards, trap lines can be set.
goal to eradicate Tuberculosis (TB0 in livestock by 2026 and f
WAI Wānaka have partnered with OSPRI to develop on-farm possum control work. OSPRI are expe
pest
control they
workthey
with the
farmingreduce
industry toand
manage
animalnumbers
disease in Newof
Zealand.
It is th
achieve
this,
must
keep
possum
goal to eradicate Tuberculosis (TB0 in livestock by 2026 and from all hosts in New Zealand by 2055
period.
OSPRI
is very
in Possum
the re
achieve
this, they
must reduce
and experienced
keep numbers of possums,
who carry control
TB, low overin
an extended
period. OSPRI is very experienced in Possum control in the region.

Trapping in the Cardrona Valley is done using the NZ Autotra
which auto baits and is designed to catch possums, rats, and
(NAWAC) guidelines. New technology allows us to capture ph
trapping site, enhancing accuracy of monitoring and requirin

Trapping in the Cardrona Valley is done using the NZ Autotrap 220 (AT220), it is self-resetting kill tr
which auto baits and is designed to catch possums, rats, and mice in accordance with animal welfa
(NAWAC) guidelines. New technology allows us to capture photos of what has been caught at each
trapping site, enhancing accuracy of monitoring and requiring less time revisiting the trap.

If sufficient
evidence of possum activity is noted on the chew cards, trap lines can be set.
they work with the farming industry to manage animal disease

New Zealand. It is their goal to eradicate Tuberculosis (TB0
WAIinWānaka
have partnered with OSPRI to develop on-farm possum control work. OSPRI are experts in
in livestock by 2026 and from all hosts in New Zealand by
pest control they work with the farming industry to manage animal disease in New Zealand. It is their
2055). To achieve this they must reduce and keep the number
goal to eradicate Tuberculosis (TB0 in livestock by 2026 and from all hosts in New Zealand by 2055, to
of possums who carry TB low over an extended period. OSPRI
achieve this, they must reduce and keep numbers of possums, who carry TB, low over an extended
is very experienced in Possum control in the region.
period. OSPRI is very experienced in Possum control in the region.
Trapping in the Cardrona Valley is done using the NZ Autotrap

Trapping
in theItCardrona
Valley
is done
using
220 (AT220).
is self-resetting
kill trap,
which auto
baitsthe
and NZ Autotrap 220 (AT220), it is self-resetting kill trap,
which
auto baits
and
is designed
to catch
possums, rats, and mice in accordance with animal welfare
is designed
to catch
possums,
rats, and mice
in accordance
(NAWAC)
guidelines.
New technology
us to capture photos of what has been caught at each
with animal
welfare (NAWAC)
guidelines. Newallows
technology
trapping
site,
enhancing
accuracy
of monitoring
allows us
to capture
photos of
what has been
caught at each and requiring less time revisiting the trap.
trapping site, enhancing accuracy of monitoring and requiring
less time revisiting the trap.

waiwanaka.nz
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Case Study 3

Rangi Nui Rabbits based in Queenstown are making huntin
and selling homeware products using local designers and s
processing facility is available in the area, Rangi Nui hope t
sell to local restaurants and supermarkets. Southern Lens

“You give value to a sustainable resource that would other

FUR THE GOOD OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Rangi Nui Rabbits based in Queenstown are making
hunting rabbits profitable. They are tanning the fur and
selling homeware products using local designers and
seamstresses. Once a certified wild meat processing
facility is available in the area, Rangi Nui hope to expand
and slow cook the rabbit meat and sell Case
to localStudy:
restaurants
Fur the Good of the Environment
and supermarkets.

Rangi Nui Rabbits based in Queenstown are making hunting rabbits profitable. They are tanning the fur
and selling homeware products using local designers and seamstresses. Once a certified wild meat
SOUTHERN LENS VIDEO
processing facility is available in the area, Rangi Nui hope to expand and slow cook the rabbit meat and
OF THE PROJECT
sell to local restaurants and supermarkets. Southern Lens video of the project

give value to a sustainable resource that would otherwise be wasted.” - Charlotte Mill (founder)
“You give value to a sustainable resource“You
that would

otherwise be wasted.” - Charlotte Mill (founder)
Is the rabbit hunting local?
Rabbits are being hunted in the Queenstown area as far
as Cromwell and Queensbury with the aim to expand this
region as the business grows.

Is the rabbit hunting local?

Rabbits are being hunted in the Queenstown area as far as
expand this region as the business grows.

Is there a market for wild rabbit meat?

Is there a market for wild rabbit meat?
To make the meat more accessible, the meat will be slow
cooked and sold ready to eat. The meat will serve as an
alternative to chicken and duck and will complete the

To make the meat more accessible, the meat will be slow c
serve as an alternative to chicken and duck and will compl
hunted rather than it going to waste.

picture by using a resource already hunted rather than it
going to waste.

Is the rabbit hunting local?

Rabbits are being hunted in the Queenstown area as far as Cromwell and Queensbury with the aim to
Rangi Nui Rabbits was one of the winning
entries
the as the business grows.
expand
thisofregion

Crux Media Project Phoenix competition. This impact

Is there a market for wild rabbit meat?

enterprise was launched during the 2020 Covid-19

To make theideas
meat more accessible, the meat will be slow cooked and sold ready to eat. The meat will
lockdown to seek business and community-based
serve
as
an
alternative
to chicken and duck and will complete the picture by using a resource already
that solved a local problem and created local jobs.
hunted rather than it going to waste.
Rangi Nui Rabbits was one of the winning entries of the Crux Media Project Phoenix competition. This
impact enterprise was launched during the 2020 Covid-19 lockdown to seek business and communitybased ideas that solved a local problem and created local jobs.

Additional Useful Resources:
Video - habitat restoration on farm
Trapping best practice - Predator Free NZ
Ko Tātou This Is Us - Protecting New Zealand takes everyone
Predator Free BOP Education Resource
Landcare Wetmak Animal Pest Monitoring resource
Experiencing birds in your green space (doc.govt.nz)
investigating-introduced-predators-resource.pdf (doc.govt.nz)
Bird Identification and Information 'Flash cards'
Makarora Valley Mohua
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Science learning hub:
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/2685-the-chemistry-of-1080
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/2688-1080-and-the-risk-to-non-target-species
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/2199-investigate-what-is-present
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In the Classroom?
1

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?
Farmers are currently being advised to fence waterways off on their properties to create stock
exclusion zones that can become riparian margins. Removing stock from waterways reduces faecal
bacteria entering waterway, reduces phosphorus levels, reduces sediment inputs, eliminates stock
induced erosion. Planting riparian margins increases this benefit by further filtering farm runoff
through plants.
However, fencing the waterways means stock can no longer graze in these areas, including controlling
pest plants such as broom. These pest plants are becoming an issue in these margins and difficult to
keep under control as efficiently as the stock would have. Weed control, especially before planting, has
a vital role in ensuring plants have the best chance of survival. And it’s not just the plants, possums are
also an issue as farmers attempt to create riparian margins by planting natives.

2

DESIGN A TRAP AND BUILD A TRAP

3

SET AND MONITOR A TRAP LINE
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